Minutes openMDM-SC Call 05.02.2020

Participants:
- Gert Sablon (Siemens)
- Ulrich Bleicher (BMW)
- Ralph Müller (Eclipse Foundation)
- Angelika Wittek (PL openMDM)
- Hans-Dirk Walter (Karakun)

As guests:
- Hans-Jörg Kremer (Peak Solutions)
- Di Hu (HS Esslingen) - only first topic project "Ameise"

Minutes: Hans-Dirk Walter

1. Introduction to project "Ameise". Mr. Di Hu explained the project Ameise to the SC. At a follow up meeting we will discuss whether and how the openMDM community might engage in the project.
2. openADx / openMDM Workshop at March 9th / Zwingenberg. Discussion of the Agenda which has meanwhile sent to both the openADx and openMDM mailing lists. Gert agreed to contribute with an NVH use case of openMDM to the workshop. Ralph and/or Angelika will moderate it. Angelika will invite ASAM representatives to the workshop.
3. Status Dev Team: the next release will be end of February or beginning of March. Requirements for the next working packages should be sent to Angelika (email). Priorities will be assigned during the next SC-Call.
4. Next SC-calls: 18.2.2020 / 17:00 and 12.3.2020 / 15:00